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ST - What is your tenure with the Company?
I joined Sysco Calgary in July of 2006 as a Customer Service

Representative. Having recently graduated at that time with 
a marketing major and past work experience in sales, I then
joined Sysco’s sales team as a Marketing Associate a few 
months later.

ST - Did you ever work in a restaurant or any 
place in foodservice as a young person? 
If so, does that help you understand their
business needs more now?

My first job was at age 14 working as a server at Albert’s
Family Restaurant and serving at banquets at The Quality Inn
Hotel. This experience has helped me understand the needs of
my customers and provide them with suitable solutions for
their business.

ST - Describe the account composition of 
your territory.

My territory consists of a variety of accounts from hotels to
convention centres, pubs, fast food cafés and schools. Working

with a variety of accounts helps me understand the different
foodservice environments and provides me with opportunities
for continuously building my knowledge. I have accounts
spread across Calgary North East, Calgary North West, Balzac
and Airdrie.

ST - What do you like best about Sysco Brand?
What I like best about Sysco Brand is that it brings the best

quality and value to my customers. I am confident in
approaching my customers knowing the quality and
consistency of Sysco Brand products. 

ST - What has operator response been to 
Sysco Brand?

My customers continue to be impressed by the uniqueness
and consistent product quality at all levels within the different
product lines that Sysco Brand offers. All of my accounts use
Sysco Brand products.

ST - Describe how you have helped customers 
solve problems.

I help my customers by providing them with new products,

creating menus ideas, keeping them updated with  latest food
trends, showing them new recipes and providing  them with
tools such as menu engineering, menu food costing, inventory
management and training manuals. I see my role as more of a
consultant rather than a sales person. By providing them with
these services I am able to help solve their problems and build
strong long lasting relationships. 

ST - What is the most rewarding aspect of your job? 
The most rewarding aspect of my job is the recognition I

receive from my customers for the services I provide to them as
well as the continuous recognition from the management team
and co-workers at Sysco. 

ST - What do you think is the biggest mistake that
an operator might make in today's market?

I think the biggest mistake an operator can make in today’s
tough market is not keeping up with the current food trends,
not advertising and choosing lower quality products to cut
costs. They should be using higher quality products so that
patrons have a consistent, exceptional experience each and
every time. This will build repeat business and help grow their
sales. 

ST - What do you think makes some operators
successful and others not so successful?

Operators need to know who their ideal customers are and
what they desire. They need to have a combination of great
tasting food and exceptional customer service. A successful
operator is one that will have a plan in place that will provide
reasons for their customers to come back. 
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on their table for free. Don’t ask if they want it, just drop
it on them. What you’re looking for in adding value is
giving a reason for the guest to say “WOW”!   Give your
guests a reason to tell their friends about their great
experience.  “Referral from someone who knows your
restaurant well is the best marketing you can buy.”

Why not surprise regular guests with free after dinner
coffee or tea to reward them for patronizing you on a
regular basis. “They might just decide to order a dessert
to go with their coffee, and they will certainly come
again,” says Johnston. 

Johnston predicts good news ahead for the
foodservice industry, which will come “screaming out
of this recession in 2011/2012 and great restaurant
operators will again be on fire.”

“At the end of the day restaurants are an important
lifestyle choice for people with two incomes and no
time on their hands.  These customers are looking for
restaurateurs to delight them with a meal and an
experience where they can treat and indulge
themselves.” 

The appeal of affordable luxury will always be with
us, he says. Frugality fatigue appears to be setting in
with consumers and affordable indulgence will always
be worth it to the consumer. 

Foodservice consultant Doug Fisher says the
industry’s recovery will be more evident in quick
service and casual restaurants as fine dining will
continue to struggle.

Fisher also predicts strong growth in the area of
healthier foods, which he says brought QSRs (quick
service restaurants) into the forefront after the 2000
recession. 

Fisher also predicts more offerings for younger,
Generation Y patrons, who are looking for more value
for their money.

Given the tight grip the recession has had on the
foodservice industry, operators should be buoyed by
news of an economic upturn. It’s time to put the bite
back in foodservice. 

counts” he recommends.  “Adding value for the guest is
a great way to set your restaurant apart from the rest,
and give your loyal guests and their friends a reason to
come more often.”

Add value to the experience in a way that will
capture the guest’s imagination. Value is not about
giving discounts, flyers, coupons, or bounce-backs,” says
Johnston, who adds that those techniques offer
nothing new for the guest and they train the guest to
look for the discount.  

Value is about providing guests with something they
really want, something that your competitors don’t
give them, and more than anything, a reason to say
WOW!  “How do you find out what those things are?”
Johnston asks.  Watch great competitors and see what
is working for them, read trusted trade journals for their
ideas, ask your most loyal guests what it is that would
make their experience great. 

What is adding value?  Here is an example: you
surprise a loyal guest with a high-satisfaction appetizer

By Kelly Putter

The good news about Canada’s foodservice industry
is that, after a very challenging 2009, foodservice 
sales are on the road to recovery in 2010, says Chris
Elliott an Economist with the Canadian Restaurant and
Foodservice Association.

The economic recovery will likely take hold in the
second half of the year.   “As business profits rebound,
and the recovery takes hold, companies will hire
workers at a faster pace,” says Elliott. Improved
employment, rising disposable incomes and increased
consumer spending will be the fuel that drives sales
growth in commercial foodservice.

“2009 has been the most challenging year for
foodservice operators since the introduction of the 
GST and the recession back in 1991,“ says Elliott.  “This
recession led consumers to cut back on discretionary
spending, resulting in lower foodservice sales in most
parts of the country.  At the same time, operators faced
higher food and labour costs, which eroded profit
margins.  Despite these challenges, a rebound in the
economy will put more money in consumers’ pockets
and lead to improved sales in the year ahead.”

Given the timing of the rebound Canada’s
commercial foodservice industry will post 2.4 per cent
growth including inflation in 2010 compared to
average annual growth of 4.2 per cent in the five 
years prior to the recession, says Elliott. As the economy
picks up in the second half of 2010 and into 2011,
foodservice sales will post stronger gains.   

But if operators think the news is doom and gloom,
they should think again, says a Toronto-based
foodservice consultant. Hugh Johnston believes 2010
has the potential to offer foodservice entrepreneurs
unique growth opportunities.

Guest counts will grow approximately one per cent
in limited service and they will be close to flat in full
service.   “What this means is that 2010 will be a market
share game.  Your new guests will have to be taken
away from a competitor,” says Johnston.  

“The best way to build profits is to increase guest
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By Patricia Nicholson

Nutrient information and healthy options please health-conscious customers.

Sports Dietitian Angela Dufour, owner of Nutrition in Action in Bedford, Nova
Scotia, is preparing to work with some very nutrition-conscious diners.

She’s working on the menus for the men’s and women’s Canadian Olympic
hockey teams for their stay in Vancouver during the Winter Games. World-class
athletes know what they need to play their best, and that means getting the
nutrition information down to every ingredient and every nutrient. In Vancouver,
when the players arrive at mealtimes, there will be nutrition cards by each menu
item so athletes can know exactly what they’re eating. 

Most diners aren’t about to compete for Olympic gold, but more and more
customers are taking an interest in healthier eating. Diners with an eye toward
healthy choices are often looking for detailed nutritional information.

“Sodium is a big one on the list,” says Dufour. “It’s the most talked-about culprit on
the menu.”

Consumers are becoming much more knowledgeable about sodium levels and
their connection with high blood pressure. Since three-quarters of the sodium in
our diets is already in our food before we reach for the salt shaker, customers may
be looking for an indicator of lower sodium or reduced sodium dishes on menus,
Dufour says.

Fat is another red flag for many health-conscious consumers, although many are
looking out for trans fats, not necessarily total fat content. Dufour says this can be
something of a misconception among consumers because items that have never
contained any trans fats are sometimes promoted as “trans fat free” even though
they have not changed, and may still have a high total fat content. Similarly, items
that have had their trans fat content reduced may also still contain high total fat.

Health concerns are often the motivator that gets customers interested
in nutrition, says Nutritional Consultant, caterer and cookbook author 

Rose Reisman. 

“Consumers today are concerned with the major chronic diseases,
including heart and stroke, diabetes Type 2, obesity, high blood pressure and

high cholesterol, and those cancers associated with what we eat,” says Reisman.

“Restaurants should be making an earnest effort to reduce sodium by at least
50%, omit all trans fats and reduce the amounts of saturated fats such as butter, 
lard and vegetable shortening with heart healthy oils such as olive, peanut and
canola oils.”on the 

Menu

Putting
Nutrition



Some health organizations have programs for
foodservice that either award a designation to a
restaurant, or offer the opportunity to label menu items
as healthy choices.

For example, the Heart and Stroke Foundation’s
Health Check program has criteria for sodium, fat and
fibre content for different menu items. Updates to the
program announced two years ago are being
implemented in two phases: first, in December 2009,
criteria for trans fat content were introduced along with
changes to sodium criteria. Further updates  to sodium
content criteria will take effect in November 2010. For
full information, visit www.HealthCheck.org

Eat Smart! Ontario’s Healthy Restaurant Program
combines menu requirements with other factors. In
addition to providing healthier food options, such as
whole grains, lower fat alternatives and vegetables 
and fruit, restaurants must also meet criteria for food
safety and smoke-free dining. At least one full-time
kitchen employee must be certified in safe food
handling, the facility must have an excellent food safety
record, and must be 100% smoke-free, and not sell 
any tobacco products. For full information, visit
www.eatsmartontario.ca 

Providing nutrition information or healthy menu
options in foodservice is often an independent
initiative, Dufour says. Foodservice operators are
becoming more creative to inform consumers about
what they have to offer. Some use their own menu
symbols to identify dishes that are low in fat or have

reduced sodium. Others offer a health-conscious side-
dish option with entrées. 

Most quick-serve and fast food operators provide
nutritional information, either on their website or in
printed material, although it may not be on display at
their locations. Reisman says foodservice operators
should provide this information both online and on
site, in readily available printed brochures.

“Ultimately, I’d like to see each item with the key
nutritionals such as calories, fat, saturated fat,
cholesterol, sodium, fibre and sugars per serving,”
Reisman says.

Newer options for providing nutrition information on
site include nutrition kiosks with touch-screens, Dufour

says. Customers can enter their order, and receive
nutritional information for their own meal. Ideally the
customer could access the kiosk before ordering, and
would then be able to make ordering decisions based
on nutritional content.

Providing nutritional information may be simpler for
fast food and quick-serve restaurants than for
independent operators, partly because recipes are
more likely to be standardized in quick-serve and fast
food. 

Some options for independent operators who want
to offer customers nutritional information include
consulting a dietitian for assistance, or using a dietary
analysis computer program designed for foodservice.
Reisman says a quality program can cost about $600,
and doesn’t require a nutritionist to operate it. 

Consultants do provide valuable services, though. In
addition to providing nutritional data, they can tell you
which recipes are best for customers with conditions
such as high blood pressure, high cholesterol and Type
2 diabetes, Reisman says.

As customers become more informed about
nutrition and health, it becomes more important to be
prepared for educated diners by offering both
information and options. You don’t have to be feeding
Olympic athletes to make your menu a health
champion.
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By Kelly Putter

Cupid’s arrow might be pointing at fluttering hearts
this Valentine’s Day, but for restaurant and foodservice
operators the day is all about maximizing profits during
one of the busiest times of the year.

In an effort to make the most of February 14th,
operators should try to extend Valentine’s Day, says
Doug Fisher, a Foodservice Consultant with FHG
International.  Given that it falls on a Sunday this year,
turning it into a long weekend event that runs from
Thursday to Sunday should be easier.

“Valentine’s Day and Mother’s Day are the two

biggest days of the retail foodservice industry,” says
Fisher. “You’ve got to make it count.”

To capitalize on the Valentine's Day season,
restaurants may want to consider offering pricing
specials in the days leading up to and after Valentine's
Day. Some specials could be buy one entrée and get
the second free, or half off every entrée on the menu.
This strategy may help operators increase their
Valentine's business by encouraging people to dine
out on the days surrounding February 14th.

Operators should consider brunches as well as they
reap much higher ticket values than with breakfast or
lunch. Fisher recommends a brunch in which the
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turnover takes place every hour or 90 minutes. He says
restaurateurs would be well advised to try to offer set
seatings at one hour and 15 minutes with a limited
menu that includes an appetizer, entrée and dessert.

Try to appeal to sweethearts, he advises, by offering
a shared appetizer plate or a shared dessert. Try
pushing the sale of champagne or including it as part
of a prix fixe.

“Consider a flower for the women to go home with,”
says Fisher. “Now customers are going home with a
nice meal, a shared dessert and a rose. Those are all 
nice touches to round out the meal. It’s a romantic
night so you want to play into that as best you can
without changing your core concept. “

Maximizing revenues with a prix fixe menu is the way
to go to circumvent price shoppers buying the
cheapest item on the menu, says Foodservice
Consultant Geoff Wilson. In addition, fewer items on
the menu make it much easier on kitchen and wait staff
during this hectic time. Other options could include
late lunch specials and take-out options for those
celebrating at home.

Operators would do well to put in place opportu-
nities to up sell on things like beverages, alcohol and
side orders.

Service has to be top notch. The problem is when

you are busy things can potentially fall through the

cracks and you end up damaging your reputation.

7

SIR Corp President and COO Corey Dalton says, 
his 47-restaurant corporation will come up with 
special menus that echo the fun and romance of
Valentine’s Day. 

“We don’t externally promote Valentine’s because
we’re going to be busy anyway so we want to make
sure we have special menus there,” he says.

“The trick on Valentine’s Day,” says Dalton, “is to have
a lot of deuces because roughly 90 per cent of your
business is couples.” 

Guests that come in on Valentine’s Day may not be
regulars, but new faces. That makes this an excellent
occasion to impress new customers and turn them into
repeat customers. Rather than a one-night stand, it’s an
opportunity to build a lasting customer relationship.

Order Code Product Description Pack Size
0577601 Boneless Skinless Chicken Breast Fillet Removed 10 kg
7473810 Boneless Skinless Chicken Breast Marinated Random (also available sized) 4 kg
6609899 Daystarters Turkey Sausages (also available in Chicken and Turkey Maple) 5 kg
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peers, who acknowledge that you are an
excellent example of what a restaurant is
looking for in a chef.

CCC course applicants must adhere to a
long list of requirements starting with Red
Seal certification. The Red Seal is the entry
level accreditation for cooks in Canada and is
obtained through a written examination, with
no cooking component. Once the theory test
is successfully passed with a mark of 70 per
cent or higher, a certificate of “Cook” is issued
to the recipient with the Red Seal affixed to it.
All provinces and territories recognize it as a
measure of the level of basic knowledge that
the recipient has. The Red Seal program is
administered and overseen by provincial
apprenticeship programs across Canada.

For more than three decades, the Canadian
Culinary Institute (CCI), has administered the
CCC program, under the umbrella of the
Canadian Culinary Federation, the CCFCC. The
CCC program has several components for the
candidate to complete. Updated in 1997, the
course includes cost controls, human
resources management, menu planning and
nutrition. In addition to these courses and
successful results in these exams, the CCC
candidate must also complete a Menu
Development Practical exam and a Menu
Planning and Execution exam. To become a
CCC candidate, applicants must hold Red Seal
certification for at least five years, with a
minimum of two years in a senior role (sous
chef or higher).

Ultimately, the CCC is about cooking and
the most difficult part of the CCC program is
the cooking. Of the candidates who
challenge this course every year, over 90 per
cent  pass the theoretical exams and fewer
than 65 per cent  pass the cooking exam on
their first attempt.

The preliminary set of questions --  Can you
cook? Do you know the techniques? Is your
food properly seasoned? Can you cost a
menu with accuracy? Can you train a cook

while you yourself are being examined?  -- are just a few in a very
long list of questions that are asked by every examiner. The proof
of skills, of course, is present or absent on the plates of food that
they produce. 

On the road to the CCC there is also an accreditation known as
Certified Working Chef (CWC), which has recently been
introduced with a lesser workload of required theory courses but
does include the testing of the candidates’ cooking skills. The
CWC is also administered by the CCI.

The CCC is a highly respected and difficult designation for any
cook to aspire to. Those who have met the criteria, and passed
the examinations are among the very best people that are
working in hospitality in Canada today. 

About the author: William Wallace CCC is the Business
Development Leader and Corporate Chef for Sysco Fine
Meats, Toronto. He is the past National Chair of the CCI

(2002-2004) and has been working in the hospitality industry
for over 25 years. If you have any questions or comments,

please contact William  at wwallace@honeymansbeef.com.
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Aspiring 
to be the

Cream
of the
Crop

By William Wallace

The bottom line in any hospitality business is to
make money. There are countless restaurants across
Canada today that are struggling with the day-to-day
operational routines that comprise a myriad of details
from the opening of doors, preparing for guests,
cooking food, cleaning  tables and the hundreds of
other activities that are an hourly part of any busy
restaurant. To have all of these tasks performed
flawlessly, while offering the promise of great food, is
not for amateurs. Highly trained and professional cooks
and chefs are vital to any well-run hospitality operation.
Operators who recognize this look for the best 
trained, the most highly-motivated and technically-
skilled personnel they can find. Simply put, they need
the best. 

A Certified Chef de Cuisine (CCC) is the highest
professional chef accreditation in Canada today. Over
one thousand men and women who have aspired to
take their culinary skills and achievements to a higher
level proudly wear the CCC. The CCC designation
shows they have dedicated their time and energy to
furthering their cooking and management skills in
addition to a host of other abilities.

So why would a restaurant or foodservice business
want to have a CCC chef? As you may or may not know,
all of the professional designations – Red Seal Cook,
Certified Working Chef and Certified Chef de Cuisine –
are voluntary. These nationally recognized skill sets are
not mandatory for employment as a cook or chef in
Canada. An employer who has a kitchen staff and who
hires a chef wants the best possible person for the
position. Those who have studied the materials,
practiced their skills and shown the dedication for their
profession by taking the tests and having a Red Seal, or
a CWC, or a CCC designation have tangible proof that
they have invested in themselves.

This is never to imply that only people who are
certified can be good cooks and chefs. In fact, there are
many people who are excellent with great skills and
abilities that have never been to a cooking class or
taken any of the tests discussed here.  Those who have
challenged and passed the CCC program bring with
them a drive and desire to test their skills. Passing the
CCC imparts a level of respect and recognition from
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Housed in a landmark building that dates from
1855, the Crowne Plaza Moncton Downtown is a new
operation with a historic location. The hotel was
recently renovated as the Crowne Plaza, and the newly

“We have had two different NHL teams stay here for
their training camps,” Strugnell says. “Getting to meet
the players and coaches was interesting.”

The Crowne Plaza Moncton Downtown uses Sysco
for almost all of its ordering. Strugnell uses the online
service and also works with his Sysco Marketing
Associate.

“My Marketing Associate is excellent at sourcing out
different products I’ve had a hard time finding. I also
buy many Sysco branded products because of the
excellent quality.”

That quality is a key part of maintaining the superior
standard of food and customer service that the Crowne
Plaza Moncton Downtown has set for all of its
foodservice operations.

re-branded hotel opened in 2006 with two restaurants
and a catering operation.

t-bones Restaurant offers casual dining in its dining
room, as well as room service. The restaurant serves
breakfast, lunch and dinner seven days a week. In
addition to à la carte selections, a full breakfast buffet is
offered daily in the dining room, and a lunch buffet on
weekdays. The dinner menu includes a wide selection
of appetizers, entrées and desserts. Highlights include
Atlantic seafood as well as house favourite roasted 
New Zealand rack of lamb with a spiced grainy mustard
sauce, pommes william and snow peas and carrots.

For those looking for lighter fare, Bin 1005 Wine Bar is
open from 11:00 a.m. until 10:00 p.m. daily. Its menu is
also available through room service. 

Crowne Plaza Catering offers an extensive menu for
events hosted at the hotel. Choices from the catering
menu include, but are not limited to, fresh tropical fruit,
domestic and international cheese, and a wide variety
of local fish and seafood. Events range from corporate
meetings to wedding celebrations, and the hotel can
accommodate groups of up to 300 guests.  

Brad Strugnell joined the Crowne Plaza Moncton
Downtown as Executive Chef of t-bone’s Restaurant in
April 2006, bringing with him the culinary skills and
experience he’d gained working for fine hotels and
restaurants in Ontario. He and his hand-picked culinary
team set an impeccable standard for t-bone’s, and
Strugnell took over as Executive Chef for the whole
hotel in September 2007. 

Strugnell is originally from St. John’s, Newfoundland,
where his uncle owned a couple of restaurants. While
he’d always had an interest in cooking, it was in these
restaurants that Strugnell first began to think about
pursuing a career as a chef.

His culinary philosophy reflects his dedication to fine
food and exploring new possibilities in the kitchen.

“First and foremost you have to have the freshest
ingredients possible!” Strugnell says. “I also believe it is
very important to have a kitchen team that is as
interested in the culinary field as you are. My sous chef
and I constantly bounce ideas off one another when
creating a new dish, which allows us to continually
learn from one another.” 

In addition to constantly monitoring food quality
and costs, Strugnell is also responsible for making sure
the kitchen can meet the diverse needs of today’s
guests, including being mindful of food allergies and
special dietary requirements. It’s a lot to look after, but
the positive feedback he gets from clients is very
rewarding. The diverse range of guests and events at
the hotel offers opportunities to meet a wide variety of
people.

Brad Strugnell, Executive Chef 
Crowne Plaza Moncton Downtown    

Moncton, NB

“First and foremost 
you have to have 

the freshest 
ingredients possible!”

Brad Strugnell, 
Executive Chef 

Crowne Plaza Moncton Downtown 

Roasted New Zealand 
Rack of Lamb with a 

Spiced Grainy Mustard Sauce

Serves 2

INGREDIENTS METRIC IMPERIAL

Lamb, cleaned and frenched 1 rack 1 rack

Grainy mustard 1 tsp 5 mL

Snow peas 16 16

Carrots, blanched 16 16

Red wine jus 125 mL 1/2 cup

Yukon potatoes 2 2

Flour, to dust 30 mL 2 Tbsp

Egg wash, to coat 1 egg 1 egg

Panko bread crumbs

Coarse sea salt, to taste

Cracked black pepper, to taste 

Peel potatoes and cook in salted, boiling water.
Mash potatoes and season with salt and pepper.
Form potatoes into the shape of two pears.
Lightly dust pear shaped potatoes with flour,
then egg wash, then coat them with Panko
bread crumbs. Blanch potatoes in oil at 350° F.
Set potatoes aside on a pan.

Season the lamb with salt and pepper. Sear the
lamb in a hot sauté pan and place it on the pan
with the potatoes. Finish cooking in a 375° F
oven and cook until an internal temperature of
140° F is reached. 

Meanwhile, heat the red wine jus in a small pan
and whisk in the grainy mustard. Adjust the
seasoning with salt and pepper. 

Sauté vegetables with clarified butter and
seasoning. Allow lamb to rest for five minutes
before cutting and plating. Plate and enjoy.

Lonnie Donovan, Sysco Marketing Associate; 
Brad Strugnell, Executive Chef



Joe and Sandro Loschiavo, Owners
Pasquale’s Ristorante and Pizzeria   

Winnipeg, MB

“We get great 
satisfaction from 

making people happy 
with our culinary 

creations...”

Sandro Loschiavo, 
Owner

Pasquale’s Ristorante and Pizzeria 
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Pasquale’s Ristorante and Pizzeria in Winnipeg is a
genuine family-run traditional Italian restaurant, owned
and operated by Joe and Sandro Loschiavo.

Joe and his mother Sarafina purchased Pasquale’s 
in 1990 when it was still at its original location on
Osborne Street, where it had been since 1977. Sarafina
revamped the menu with her own traditional recipes
brought from Amato, Italy when she immigrated to
Canada in the 1950s. 

In 1996, the restaurant moved to its current location
on Marion Street. In addition to dining areas on two
floors, the Marion Street location also has a rooftop
patio. The rooftop continues the tradition pioneered at
the original location, which had the first outdoor
restaurant patio in Winnipeg.

In 2009 Pasquale's won the Consumers Choice
Award for Italian restaurant of the year.

Pasquale’s occupies a unique niche, somewhere
between casual and fine dining. The menu focuses on
traditional Italian fare such as cannelloni ricotta,
traditional gourmet pizza and Pasquale’s Special
Chicken Pesto. Everything is made fresh on-site,
including hand-made pasta and hand-breaded meats.
Last year, the kitchen used more than 500 pounds of
fresh basil to make its own pesto. 

Despite a small kitchen with a two-man line, most
evenings the restaurant prepares 150 meals in a three-
hour time span – while at the same time preparing take
out meals! 

Pasquale’s ambience is much like an Italian family
kitchen: welcoming, fun and boisterous. Its location in
a diverse part of town, near St. Boniface Hospital and
directly across the street from the Norwood Hotel,
gives the restaurant an interesting mix of clientele
including doctors, nurses and business travelers.

The restaurant hosted a spaghetti-eating contest in
support of the St. Boniface Hospital Research
Foundation. Participants included boxer Butterbean,
local radio personalities, and Winnipeg Blue Bombers
players.

In addition to the culinary mentoring they received
from generations of their own family, Joe and Sandro’s
experience includes working in foodservice from a
young age. They both feel blessed to have had the
opportunity to work with excellent chefs before
owning their own establishment, in particular cooking
side by side with Nanna and Mamma learning 
their recipes.

Their lifelong love of food keeps them inspired and
experimenting in the kitchen. Both enjoy trying out
new recipes with friends and family, and get great
satisfaction from making people happy with their
culinary creations.

Joe and Sarafina ran the kitchen until 1997, when
Sandro took over. Sandro is now in charge of all food
and beverage, and does all of the ordering. But the
kitchen manager is in constant contact with the
general manager, making sure everything runs
smoothly in this family business.

Pasquale’s has been using Sysco as a supplier for 

the past two years. The restaurant’s relationship with
Sysco began when the Loschiavos approached Sysco
for a Customer Business Review (CBR), and found
themselves very impressed with what Sysco had to
offer. The Loschiavos credit Sysco’s Corporate Chef 
and the Winnipeg CBR team for helping to streamline
their business and introducing them to new marketing
techniques.

“It is a pleasure to deal with Sysco,” Joe says.
“Everybody is professional and genuinely cares about
the customer.”

Consistent quality and excellent, professional and
reliable drivers make Sysco Pasquale’s number one
supplier.

The restaurant is now experimenting with catering,
focusing on home catering for events such as dinner
parties. The Loschiavos will continue to run their
business on their own terms, making fun and family
part of their recipe for success.
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Joe and Sandro Loschiavo, Owners 

Mussels Marsala

Serves 2
INGREDIENTS METRIC IMPERIAL
Fresh mussels 681 g 1 1/2 lb 
Crushed garlic 5 mL 1 tsp
Chopped sundried tomatoes 125 mL 1/2 cup
Carmalized onion 125 mL 1/2 cup
Marsala wine 75 mL 3 oz
Cream, 35% 125 mL 1/2 cup
Butter 5 mL 1 tsp
Salt and pepper, to taste

Heat butter in pot. Add mussels, stirring until they
start opening.
Add garlic, sundried tomatoes and carmalized onions.
Mix with mussels and marsala wine to deglaze.
Add cream and salt and pepper.
Cover and simmer until all mussels are open and
cream thickens a bit.
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By Michelle Ponto

Each time a song is played inside a bar, restaurant or
cafeteria, the songwriter of that piece of music is paid a
royalty fee – even if it’s background ambiance or a local
radio station being piped in through speakers. 

Food operators don’t need to worry about paying
royalties to every single artist; instead they simply have
to ensure they have the correct performing arts license
to play the music in their establishment.

Changes to Music Tariffs in Canada

Currently The Society of Composers Authors and
Music Publishers of Canada (SOCAN) collects approxi-
mately $1.4 million in music license fees every year
from the 31,000 businesses that use music in their
establishments. In addition to SOCAN, the
Neighbouring Rights Collective of Canada (NRCC) is
also looking to collect a fee for the Copyright Board of
Canada that could potentially increase the current rate
by 3.5 times.

The new proposed tariff would provide greater
royalties to performers and engineers who are often
under-rewarded when compared to publishers and
songwriters. While this is a noble cause, the Canadian
Restaurant and Foodservices Association (CRFA) says
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the new fee could mean the difference between some
venues playing music or going without. 

While the CRFA estimates that most venues may only
face a $6,000 annual increase, others, such as bars and
restaurants that have dancing, could have an annual
increase of over $30,000. However, at this time the new
tariff is still under review and only a SOCAN music
license is needed.

Why You Need a SOCAN Music License

The Copyright Act of Canada requires restaurants
and all other foodservice venues that play music to
have a SOCAN music license. The license is needed for
live, recorded music, radio broadcasts and any other
form of playing music in a venue. The license is required
not only for inside the venue, but it is also required for
parties, catered receptions, special events and dances.

SOCAN license fees are set annually and paid
annually by the venues. The fees vary depending on
the venue and the use of the music being played.
Generally, most restaurants use background music and
fall under that tariff. Currently, the annual music license
fee for background music is $94.51 or $1.23 per square
metre or 11.46¢ per square foot, whichever is greater. 

The good news is seasonal operators only need to

TheCost
of Playing

Music
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pay half the license fee if they are open less than six months of the year.

All foodservice venues planning on having music in their

establishment must obtain a license before they can begin playing

music. Even if the operator bought the CD they are playing in their

venue, they will still need a music license to broadcast it in a public

venue. The same rule applies if the customers provide the music – such

as open mic night.

Not to have a music license would mean the venue would be breaking copyright

law. Even though SOCAN collects the fees for each tariff, it’s the Federal Government

that has authority over copyright material. Any venue playing music without a license

would be subject to both legal and cost penalties as imposed by the Canadian

Copyright Act. 

It also doesn’t matter if the music the venue plays is not by a Canadian artist. SOCAN

has agreements with every country in the world and pays a share of the license 

to these countries. In turn, SOCAN collects fees from the other countries to pay

Canadian artists. 

However, even though these rules exist, the operator should contact SOCAN to

ensure they are not violating any other music or performing arts tariffs.  

The United States has similar copyright rules. Like Canada they do exempt

restaurants and drinking establishments from having a music license if the

transmission comes from an unamplified radio or television. However, unlike their

Canadian counterparts, American venues can use additional speakers to broadcast

songs from the radio or TV – but only if the establishment is less than 3750 gross

square feet.

The US exemption rule also limits venues to six loudspeakers (a maximum of four

per room) and four televisions.  The television screen must be less than 55 inches.

Regardless of whether the operator is a large restaurant or small take-out shop,

what they play in the background can make a difference to both the atmosphere in

the venue and the cost they may have to pay for a music license. To be sure they are

not in violation, they should contact their local SOCAN office— and remember the

rule: pay before you play.
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The License-Free Rules
There are exceptions to every rule and the Copyright Act has
a few of these. While foodservice operators are required to
have a license for most music-playing scenarios including
background and live music, there are a few cases where the
music is free.

These include:

• If they only have an unamplified radio playing. This
means there are no additional speakers except those on
the radio.

• If they use a professional "piped in" music provider and
are certain the provider is licensed to provide the music.     

• If they only play music that is considered to be in the
public domain (meaning the composer or songwriter has
been dead for 50 years or more), they may not need 
a license. 
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By Michelle Ponto

Every year approximately $15 billion is lost in productivity due to employee
absenteeism, yet many employers don’t proactively encourage proper hand
washing in the workplace which is the most basic way to prevent the spread of
disease and germs. It is not enough to assume your wait and cooking staff are
washing their hands as often as they should as chances are they are not. The 
Soap and Detergent Association recommends employees wash their hands at 
least five times a day, but this number is larger in the foodservice industry.

“The more often they wash their hands, the better. Kitchen staff should wash their
hands between every task and before and after handling food,” said Paul Goldin,
Avmor’s Chief Sustainability Officer and Director of Marketing and Technical Services.
“The wait staff should wash their hands whenever they pass a sanitation station or
have access to water.”

Hand washing should also take place after sneezing, coughing, using the
restroom, scanning newspapers or magazines, after using someone else’s keyboard
or phone, and before and after any meet and greet activities.

The Importance of Hand Washing and Drying
Infectious disease is commonly spread through hand-to-hand contact and

includes illnesses like the common cold, the flu and H1N1. Proper hand washing is
the most effective way to prevent the spread of these illnesses and other ones such
as meningitis, bronchitis, hepatitis A and SARS.

The reason hand washing works is because it removes (or destroys) microor-
ganisms on the hands. But water is not enough. Soap is also a necessity as well as
properly drying your hands.

“Soap greatly improves the ability to lift and remove soil from a surface. In this case,
the surface is our hands,” said Goldin. “Just using water will not give us the lather to
lift away the dirt or viruses. Not all hand soaps are the same, but the emphasis has to
be on washing thoroughly and often.”

But it’s not just the act of washing that’s important. It is how the employee washes
his or her hands that can make the difference. An effective washing should take
between 15 to 30 seconds and include the fingers, cuticles, palms, wrists and
knuckles.  

In fact, according to a Soap and Detergent Association survey, nearly 70 percent
of respondents did not wash their hands long enough to effectively remove germs
and dislodge dirt. The areas most often missed were the front of the thumb, the
cuticles and between the fingers.

Hand Sanitizing vs. Soap
Over the last few years, hand sanitizing dispensers have popped up everywhere,

but are they as effective as soap and water? According to Goldin, the answer is yes—
but, they are not a replacement for soap.
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Keep your Staff and
Customers Safe

101HAND WASHING 

Product Description Pack Size Order Code Use with Dispenser

Paper Towel Thru Air Dried White 9" x 600' 5926918 5927381 (Touchless)

Paper Towel Imperial Roll White 8" x 550' 5759337 5927394 (Lever)

Paper Towel Classic Roll White 8" x 500' 5767140 5927394 (Lever)
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“They should be used only when soap and water is not available,” said Goldin.
“When running water is not available, hand sanitizing is an excellent alternative.”

Good areas to place hand sanitizers include lobbies, cash registers, hostess
stations, bus boy stations, prep stations, washroom areas and server stations. 

Again, just like with soap and water, the employee should try to sanitize their
entire hand, including the knuckles, cuticles and wrists. As a food operator, you may
want to choose a sanitizer that is alcohol-free. Not only will this reduce the chance
of drying out your employees hands, but the smell of alcohol isn’t being transferred
to the food.

The Final Step: Hand Drying
While hand washing is important, ensuring the hands are completely dry is also

essential in keeping your staff and customers healthy.

“Dry hands are safe hands,” says Mark Ray, Director of Marketing for Kruger
Products. “Dry hands help prevent the transfer of germs and bacteria. Moisture
works as a transfer medium.”

Studies show that moist, damp or wet hands enhance the chance of spreading
germs from surface to surface and person to person. In fact, contaminates on hard
surfaces can live for more than 24 hours and moisture is one of the agents that can
spread them.

How your employees dry their hands is also important. Many health experts
recommend paper towels over hand dryers as the wiping action can help remove
germs and bacteria from the skin as well as dry them. 

“Air dryers or electric warm air dryers just dry what’s there or they can blow the
bacteria around the restroom,” said Ray. “Research has shown that some jet air dryers
can blow bacteria up to two metres.”

One cost effective solution is using a touchless towel dispenser along with
Through Air Dried (TAD) towels. The TAD towels have a quick absorbency rate.
Combining them with a controlled dispenser can enhance hygiene and help
prevent the cross-contamination of germs from person to person.

“You want your employees to have dry hands, but you want the process to be
economical because there’s a cost involved,” said Ray. “Generally speaking, the better
quality towels will be more efficient as they will dry the hands faster and you will
need less paper towels to do it.”

Simple Ways to Improve Hygiene
Studies show that simply posting reminder signs in bathroom, kitchens and other

communal areas can increase the number of times your employees wash their
hands. In fact, when postings are visible, studies show 72 percent of employees
washed their hands five times a day and 38 percent washed more than 10 times a
day. Ask your Sysco Marketing Associate for a sign that can be posted in your
establishment.

Another way to increase the number of times employees wash is to provide the
right tools. If the soap or drying options aren’t comfortable, the employee won’t want
to wash their hands as regularly.

It’s a simple thing, but teaching your employee proper hand washing techniques
could save you money. Not only will your staff stay healthy and reduce the chance of
spreading germs, your customers will also appreciate your efforts.
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Handwashing is the
single most effective
way to prevent the
spread of infections.

Canadian Centre for
Occupational Health and Safety

Discover our Complete
line of Ecological
Foaming Hand Soap
products and our new
Alcohol-Free Foaming
Hand Sanitizer.

Order
Soap Line Code

EP71 Foaming Hand Soap Cartridges 4x1L 7149731

Manual Dispenser 6419160
Touch Free Automatic Dispenser 6419026
EP71 Intro Pack (includes: 1Complete Foam 
Manual Dispenser & 2 EP71 1L Cartridges) 7142757

Alcohol-Free 
Foaming Hand Sanitizer

X3 Clean Hand Sanitizer Cartridges 4x1L 7228044
X3 Clean Hand Sanitizer 
Pump Bottle 12x250ml 6767822
Manual Dispenser 7254293

HAND CARE
Follow These Steps For 
MAXIMUM BACTERIA REDUCTION

Wet hands with water. Use a sufficient Lather soap and scrub Scrub between Scrub back of each 
amount of soap. hands well, palm to palm. interlaced fingers. hand with palm of other hand.

Scrub fingertips of each Scrub each thumb clasped Scrub each wrist clasped Rinse thoroughly Wipe and dry hands well
hand in opposite palm. in opposite hand. in opposite hand. under running water. with single use paper towel.
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Savoury Peach 
Stir-Fry Sauce

Recipe courtesy of California Cling Peach Board
Makes 3 litres

INGREDIENTS METRIC IMPERIAL

Sysco Imperial peaches in light syrup, 
drained, puréed, reserve juice  2.84 L 100 oz

Soy sauce 750 mL 3 cups
Rice vinegar 625 mL 2 1/2 cups
Reserved Sysco Imperial peaches syrup 1 L 4 cups
Brown sugar 750 mL 3 cups
Garlic cloves, minced 2 2
Ground ginger 10 mL 2 tsp
Dry red chili flakes, to taste 5 mL 1 tsp

METHOD 
• Combine soy sauce, rice vinegar,  peach syrup, brown sugar, garlic,

ginger and chili flakes in a stainless steel saucepan. 

• Bring mixture to a boil over high heat and then reduce heat to a
simmer for about 5 minutes (to cook the ginger and garlic). 

• Remove from heat and stir into puréed peaches. 

• Use as a stir-fry sauce for poultry, pork and vegetables. 

• To store, cover and refrigerate for up to one week.

Tomato Beef and
Mushroom Stew 

Recipe courtesy of Campbell’s Foodservice
Serves 18 to 20 

INGREDIENTS METRIC IMPERIAL
Vegetable oil cooking spray
Boneless beef sirloin grilling steak, 

cut into 1/2" cubes 2.4 kg 4.8 lbs
CAMPBELL'S® Condensed Tomato Soup 

(25% less salt) 1.36 L 48 oz
CAMPBELL'S Beef Broth 1.36 L 48 oz
Worcestershire sauce 75 mL 1/3 cup 
Celery, sliced and onions, chopped, each 1.25 L 5 cups
Carrots, sliced 625 mL 2 1/2 cups
Mushrooms 1.75 L 7 cups
Parsnip, diced                                      625 mL 2 1/2 cups
Medium potatoes, diced 5 5
Fresh cracked pepper, to taste
Salt, to taste

METHOD 
• Heat large non-stick stockpot, lightly coated with cooking spray over

medium-high heat and cook beef cubes until browned on all sides,
stirring often. 

• Stir in soup, broth, Worcestershire sauce and vegetables. Heat to a
boil and then reduce heat to low. 

• Simmer, covered, until beef and vegetables are tender – about 30
minutes, stirring occasionally. 

Bring in the New Year 
with these enjoyable 
and exciting recipes.
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Spiced Peach Galette
Recipe courtesy of California Cling Peach Board

Serves 6

INGREDIENTS METRIC IMPERIAL
Peach Filling
Sysco Imperial peach halves in light syrup (drained) 12 12
Unsalted butter 60 g 2 oz
Brown sugar 115 g 4 oz
Chinese five-spice powder 7 g 1/4 oz
Grated fresh ginger 15 g 1/2 oz
Almond Filling
Butter or margarine 400 g 14 oz
White sugar 400 g 14 oz
Whole eggs 4 4
Egg yolks 4 4
Ground almonds 400 g 14 oz
All purpose flour 115 g 4 oz
Salt pinch pinch
Galette
Frozen prepared 9" pie dough rounds 6 6
Almond filling 285 g 10 oz
Spiced peach filling 900 g 32 oz
Egg wash and sugar, as needed

METHOD 
Peach Filling
• Cut each peach half into 3 or 4 equal wedges.
• Heat butter in a large skillet until foaming.
• Add brown sugar and stir until sugar is melted and begins to caramelize.
• Add peach slices, five-spice powder and ginger and cook until peaches are

lightly browned, about 4 to 5 minutes.
• Transfer to a baking sheet and allow to cool completely.
Almond Filling
• In a large mixing bowl, beat butter and sugar until smooth and creamy.
• Add eggs and yolks and beat until smooth.
• Beat in almonds, flour and salt.
• Refrigerate until needed.
Galette
• Separate pie dough rounds and allow to soften so they are pliable.
• Place 30 grams of almond filling in the centre of each round.
• Top with 145 grams of cold spiced peach filling and arrange in a neat

mound in the centre leaving a 5 centimeter border all around.
• Fold edges of pie top over neatly forming pleats in the dough leaving a 5

centimeter opening in the top.
• Brush outside of dough with egg wash and sprinkle with sugar.

• Bake at 325˚ F for 20 to 25 minutes or until pastry is well browned.

Decadent Lobster &
Shrimp Risotto

Recipe courtesy of Toppits Foods
Serves 2

INGREDIENTS METRIC IMPERIAL
Canned low-salt chicken broth 1.2 L 5 cups
Dry white wine 175 mL 3/4 cup
Butter 90 mL 6 Tbsp
Garlic, minced 10 mL 2 tsp
Crushed red peppers, dried 1 mL 1/4 tsp
Portico peeled and deveined large 

raw shrimp, thawed 227 g 1/2 lb
Lobster tails 5 oz split, thawed 2 2
Onion, finely chopped 175 mL 3/4 cup
Arborio rice 375 mL 1 1/2 cups
Fresh parsley, chopped 38 mL 2 1/2 Tbsp
Salt and pepper, to taste

METHOD 
• Bring broth and a 1/4 cup of wine to a simmer in a medium

saucepan. Reduce heat; keep hot. 

• Melt 2 tablespoons of butter in a medium skillet over medium heat.
Add 1 teaspoon of garlic, crushed red peppers and lobster tails and
sauté for 3 minutes. Add shrimp to the pan and sauté until the
shrimp begins to turn pink, about 2 minutes. Add remaining 1/2 cup
of wine and simmer until shrimp & lobster are just cooked through,
about 2 minutes more. Drain shrimp and lobster, reserving cooking
liquid. 

• Melt remaining 4 tablespoons of butter in a heavy large saucepan
over medium heat. Add onions and remaining 1 teaspoon of garlic;
sauté until onion is pale golden, about 4 minutes. Add rice and stir to
coat, about 2 minutes then add 2 cups of broth mixture. Simmer until
liquid is absorbed, stirring often. Continue adding broth mixture 1
cup at a time, stirring often and simmering until liquid is absorbed
before adding more, about 20 minutes. 

• Stir in reserved shrimp/lobster cooking liquid. Cook until rice is just
tender and mixture is creamy, about 5 minutes longer. Remove 
from heat. 

• Stir shrimp, lobster tails and 2 tablespoons of parsley into risotto.
Season risotto with salt and pepper to taste. Transfer to bowls and
sprinkle with remaining parsley. 
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